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Abstract
Let F
ι
↪→E f B be a fibration, we focus on the relation between the homotopy invariants catE,
catF and catB. The general formula due to Hardie says that catE 6 (cat ι+ 1) · (cat f + 1)− 1; if
the fibration is trivial, this upper bound can be replaced by catF + catB. In this paper, we introduce
a notion of k-triviality and construct upper bound for catE in terms of k, cat ι and cat f . Ó 2001
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Introduction
The Lusternik–Schnirelmann category of a space X (respectively of a map f :X→ Y ),
denoted by catX (respectively by catf ), is the least integer n such that there exists
an open covering (Xj )06j6n of X with each Xj contractible in X (respectively f |Xj
nullhomotopic) [14, p. 25]. For spaces with the homotopy type of connected CW-
complexes, this is equivalent to the existence of a section to the nth Ganea fibration
gn(X) :Gn(X) X of X [12]. We focus on the relation between the invariants catE,
catF and catB when F ι↪→ E f B is a fibration.
Recall that in the trivial case (E ' B × F ), we have catE 6 catB + catF [18]. In the
general situation, a result of Hardie shows that catE 6 (cat ι+1) ·(catf +1)−1 [10]. The
following example shows that this upperbound can be reached. Let S3→ S4n+3→HP(n)
be the Hopf fibration and consider the normal subgroup S1 of S3. Then
S3/S1 ' S2→ S4n+3/S1 'CP(2n+ 1)→HP(n)
is a fibration with catHP(n)= n and catCP(2n+ 1)= 2n+ 1.
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In this paper, we get a better approximation to catE for fibrations whose the pullback
fibration along the kth Ganea map gk(B) is trivial.
Theorem. If the pullback fibration of f along the kth Ganea map gk(B) is trivial, then
catE 6
⌈
1+ catf
k + 1
⌉
· cat ι+ catf,
where dxe is the least nonzero integer which is greater than or equal to x .
For a morphism h :A→ Y , we give also an upperbound to catY in terms of the
sectional category of h, the category of h and a new invariant mono(h) which measures
the obstruction of h to have a homotopy retraction (Theorem 4.1).
In the first section, we introduce the notion of generalized Ganea fibration. In the second
section, we describe a new invariant, catiA f , which includes cat and secat as particular
cases. The notion of k-monomorphism is defined in section three and applied to the
determination of an upper bound for catE in the fourth section. In the last section, we
interpret the notion of k-monomorphism in Sullivan models.
There exist a definition of L.S. category for maps preserving the base point and another
one in the unpointed case. For well pointed connected normal spaces, these two definitions
coincide [13, p. 1298]. In this paper, we assume that all spaces have the relative homotopy
type of pointed CW-complexes. All maps are pointed and homotopies are relative.
1. Relative Ganea fibrations
In this first section, we recall the construction of the Ganea fibrations, generalized to
the relative setting. We use the notions of homotopy pullback, homotopy pushout, standard
homotopy pullback and standard homotopy pushout introduced by Mather in [15].
Definition 1.1. Let f :X→ Y and f ′ :X′ → Y be two maps. We denote by X ×Y X′ the
standard homotopy pullback of f and f ′, by X 1Y X′ the standard homotopy pushout of
f¯ :X ×Y X′ → X and f¯ ′ :X ×Y X′ → X′. The induced map f 1 f ′ :X 1Y X′ → Y is
called the join of f and f ′.
X×Y X′ f¯
f¯ ′
X
f
X 1Y X′
X′
f ′ Y
.
Doeraene [3] proved the following Join Theorem.
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Theorem 1.2 (Join Theorem). Suppose that the two squares
A
f
A′
f ′
B ε B
′
and
C
g
C′
g′
B ε B
′
are homotopy pullbacks. Then the square
A1
B
C
f1g
A′ 1
B ′
C′
f ′1g′
B ε B
′
is also a homotopy pullback.
Let M be a CW-complex and A be a subcomplex of M . Denote by µ the inclusion
of A in M . Consequently, there exist maps H :M × I → M and ρ :M → I such that
A= ρ−1(0), H(y,0)= y for y ∈M , H(a, t)= a for a ∈A and t ∈ I and H(y,1) ∈A for
y ∈ ρ−1([0,1[) [17].
Let Πi(Mn+1,An+1)= {(y0 . . . yn) | yj ∈M with at least i elements in A}, let
jn+1i :Πi(M
n+1,An+1) ↪→Mn+1
be the canonical inclusion and let ∆n+1 :M→Mn+1 be the diagonal map.
Definition 1.3. The nth relative Ganea fibration
gn(M,A) :Gn(M,A)M
of (M,A) is defined by the standard homotopy pullback:
Gn(M,A)
gn(M,A)
Π1(Mn+1,An+1)
jn+11
M
∆n+1
Mn+1
.
For A = ∗, we have the standard definition of Gn(M). Remark that Gn(M,A) is the
space of (n + 1)-tuples (α0, . . . , αn) satisfying αi ∈ MI, α0(0) = α1(0) = · · · = αn(0)
with at least one index i such that αi(1) ∈A. We have gn(M,A)(α0, . . . , αn)= α0(0).
Let a ∈M . Denote by aˆ the path in M defined by aˆ(t)= a. Let ιn :A→Gn(M,A) be
the the canonical injection defined by ιn(a)= (aˆ, . . . , aˆ).
Proposition 1.4.
Gk(M,A)1M Gl(M,A)'Gk+l+1(M,A).
The proof needs the following lemma:
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Lemma 1.5. There exists a homotopy equivalence ℵ such that the following diagram
commutes up to homotopy:
Π1(Mk+l,Ak+l ) ℵ'
k+l1
(Mk ×Π1(Ml,Al))1Mk+l (Π1(Mk,Ak)×Ml)
(Id
Mk
×Π1(Ml,Al))1(Π1(Mk,Ak)×IdMl )
Mk+l
Proof. Let P be the standard homotopy pullback of the inclusions Mk ×Π1(Ml,Al) ↪→
Mk+l and Π1(Mk,Ak) × Ml ↪→ Mk+l . Note that P is the space of (k + l)-tuples
(ω1, . . . ,ωk+l ) verifying ωj ∈MI , (ω1(1), . . . ,ωk(1)) ∈Π1(Mk,Ak) and (ωk+1(0), . . . ,
ωk+l (0)) ∈Π1(Ml,Al).
Let ℵ˜ :P → Π1(Mk,Ak) × Π1(Ml,Al) be the map defined by ℵ(ω1, . . . ,ωk+l ) =
(ω1(1), . . . ,ωk(1),ωk+1(0), . . . ,ωk+l (0)). Let ev0 and ev1 be the evaluation maps at 0 and
1, respectively. Notice that ℵ is a homotopy equivalence and that back and left squares in
following diagram commute.
P
ev0
ℵ˜'
ev1
Mk ×Π1(Ml,Al)
J
ℵ
Π1(Mk,Ak)×Ml Mk+l
Π1(Mk,Ak)×Π1(Ml,Al) Mk ×Π1(Ml,Al)
Π1(Mk+l ,Ak+l)
k+l1
Π1(Mk,Ak)×Ml Mk+l
The inside bottom square is a geometric pushout. Since the inclusions
• Π1(Mk,Ak)×Π1(Ml,Al) ↪→Mk ×Π1(Ml,Al),
• Π1(Mk,Ak)×Π1(Ml,Al) ↪→Π1(Mk,Ak)×Ml ,
are cofibrations, this square is a homotopy pushout. Then, by [15, Corollary 9] the induced
map ℵ between the standard homotopy pushout
J := (Mk ×Π1(Ml,Al)) 1
Mk+l
(
Π1(M
k,Ak)×Ml) and Π1(Mk+l ,Ak+l)
is a homotopy equivalence. 2
Proof of Proposition 1.4. We apply the Join Theorem to the following homotopy
pullbacks.
Gk(M,A)
gk(M,A)
Π1(Mk+1,Ak+1)×Ml+1
M
∆k+l+2
Mk+l+2
Gl(M,A)
gl(M,A)
Mk+1×Π1(Ml+1,Al+1)
M
∆k+l+2
Mk+l+2
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We get the homotopy pullback
Gk(M,A)1M Gl(M,A) Π1(Mk+1,Ak+1)×Ml+1 1Mk+l+2 Mk+1 ×Π1(Ml+1,Al+1)
M
∆k+l+2
Mk+l+2
We apply now the Lemma 1.5 to get the conclusion. 2
Define 1kM A = (1k−1M A) 1M A, 11M A = A. Since G0(M,A) and A have the same
homotopy type, we deduce directly thatGk(M,A)'1k+1M A. In the third section, we shall
need to keep track of the inclusion of A in these two spaces.
Proposition 1.6. Let ι1,0, ι1,1 :A ↪→ A 1M A be the maps coming from the join
construction, then there exists a homotopy equivalence φ such that the following diagram
is homotopy commutative:
G1(M,A)
φ '
g1(M,A)
A
ι1
ι1,0
ι1,1
M
A1M A µ1µ
.
Proof. Let Si = {(α0, α1) | αj ∈MI, α0(0)= α1(0) and αi(1) ∈ A} and δi :Si →M be
the fibration sending the couple (α0, α1) in their common starting point α0(0).
Let φi :Si→A be the map defined by φ(α0, α1)= αi(1) and denote by ι :A ↪→ S0 ∩S1
the map defined by ι(a)= (aˆ, aˆ). Remark that (φi, ι) is a couple of homotopy equivalences.
Denote by A×M A the standard homotopy pullback of µ with itself:
A×
M
A= {ω ∈MI | ω(0) ∈A and ω(1) ∈A}.
By universal property of homotopy pullback, there exists a continuous map φ :G1(M,A)→
A1MA such that the external cube in the next diagram commutes in the sense of Mather.
This map is defined by φ(α0, α1)(t) = α0(1 − 2t) if t 6 1/2 and by φ(α0, α1)(t) =
α1(2t − 1) if t > 1/2.
Since δ0 is a fibration, the geometric pullback of δ0 and δ1 is a homotopy pullback, that is
the outside top square in the next diagram is a homotopy pullback. Then [15, Corollary 7]
implies that φ is a homotopy equivalence. Remark that the inside top square is a geometric
pushout. Since the inclusion S0 ∩ S1 ↪→ S0 is a cofibration, this square is a homotopy
pushout. Since the bottom inside square is a homotopy pushout, the induced map φ is a
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homotopy equivalence [15, Corollary 9]. Since φi |S0∩S1 ◦ ι= IdA and since i |S0∩S1 ◦ ι= ι1,
we have φ ◦ ι1 ' ι1,i .
A
ι
S0 ∩ S1
φ '
S1
φ1
1
δ1G1(M,A)
φ '
S0 δ0
φ0
0
M
A×M A A
ι1,1 µ
A1M A
µ1µ
A µ
ι1,0
M
. 2
Let fk :Gk(E,F )→ Gk(B,∗) be the map defined by fk(ω0, . . . ,ωk) = (f ◦ ω0, . . . ,
f ◦ ωk).
Proposition 1.7. Let F ι↪→ E f B be a fibration. We get the following diagram whose
squares (with static homotopies) are homotopy pullbacks.
F
ι1
G1(E,F )
f1
Gk(E,F )
fk
gk(E,F )
E
f
∗ G1(B,∗) Gk(B,∗) gk(B,∗) B
.
Proof. Consider the cube:
Gk(E,F )
gk(E,F )
fk
Π1(Ek+1,F k+1)
Gk(B,∗) Π1(Bk+1,∗)
E
f
Ek+1
B
∆k+1 B
k+1
.
The back and the front faces are standard homotopy pullbacks. If we associate to the other
faces the static homotopy, the cube commutes in the sense of Mather and the right face
is a homotopy pullback. Then, by [15, Lemmas 12 and 14], the left face is a homotopy
pullback. 2
Corollary 1.8. Let F be the homotopy fiber of µ :A ↪→M . The homotopy fiber of the kth
generalized Ganea map gk(M,A) of M is Fk = F 1∗ F · · ·1∗ F︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+1 times
.
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Proof. By induction, we apply the Join Theorem to the homotopy pullbacks
Fk−1 Gk−1(M,A)
gk−1(M,A)
∗ M
and
F A
µ
∗ M
. 2
2. catiA g, cati (M,A), Cat
iX and relations
Definition 2.1. A covering (Xj )06j6n of X is called a i-covering if each point of X
belongs to at least i members of the covering.
Let g :X→ Y and h :A→ Y be continuous maps.
Definition 2.2. The integer catiA g is the least integer n such that there exists an open
i-covering (Xj )06j6n of X and maps sj :Xj →A with h ◦ sj ' g|Xj .
Denote by µh :A ↪→Mh the mapping cylinder associated to h and by g¯ :X g→ Y '↪→Mh
the map associated to g. Remark that cat1∗ g = catg and catiA g¯ = catiA g. In [2], Clapp and
Puppe defined the sectional category secath of a map which coincides with cat1A IdY .
Definition 2.3. Let A be a sub-complex of M and µ :A ↪→M the inclusion. The integer
cati (M,A) is the least integer n such that there exists an open i-covering (Mj )06j6n of
M and maps sj :Mj → A with A ⊂Mj and µ ◦ sj is homotopic relatively to A to the
inclusion of Mj in M .
We call cat1(M,A) the L.S. category of the pair (M,A). This is an invariant of the
homotopy type of pairs. It is easy to verify that
Proposition 2.4. cat1(M,A)> catM/A.
Let µ :A ↪→M be the inclusion. Compare now secatµ and cat1(M,A).
Proposition 2.5. secatµ6 cat1(M,A)6 (secatµ)+ 1.
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. If there exists an open i-covering (Wj )06j6n of M , n> i , A⊂W0 such that
each inclusion of Wj in M factors up to homotopy through the inclusion of A in M , then
cati (M,A)6 n.
Proof. Let N = ρ−1([0,1[). We have A⊂W0 ∩N , then, by normality, we can construct
open sets (Bj )06j6n and (Cj )06j6n such that
A⊂ B0 ⊂ B0 ⊂ C0 ⊂ C0 ⊂ B1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cn ⊂ Cn ⊂W0 ∩N.
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Let Mj = (Wj ∩ {Cj ) t Bj . Then (Mj )06j6n is an open i-covering of M and each
inclusion of Mj in M factors through µ up to homotopy relatively to A. Hence
cat1(M,A)6 n. 2
Proof of Proposition 2.5. The first part of the inequality is straightforward. For the second
part, suppose that secatµ 6 n − 1 and let (Wj )16j6n be an open covering of M such
that the inclusion of Wj in M factors through µ up to homotopy. Let W0 be an open
neighborhood of A in M which is a strong deformation retract of A. We apply then the
previous lemma to (Wj )06j6n. 2
Example 1. Let µ :Sn ↪→Dn be the inclusion. We have secatµ= 0 and cat(Dn/Sn)= 1,
thus by Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, we have cat1(Dn,Sn)= 1.
Let ιn :A→Gn(M,A) be the canonical injection.
Proposition 2.7. We have secat ιn 6 cat1(Gn(M,A),A)6 n.
Proof. The first inequality is trivial. Now, consider the maps
H :M × I →M and ρ :M→ I
associated to the cofibered pair (M,A). Let N = ρ−1([0,1[). N is an open neighborhood
of A in M and A is a strong deformation retract of N . Let Mj = {(ω0, . . . ,ωn) ∈
Gn(M,A) | ωj (1) ∈N}. Identify A with its image {(aˆ, . . . , aˆ) | a ∈A} by ιn in Gn(M,A).
Let sj : Mj → A be the map defined by sj (ω0, . . . ,ωn) = H(ωj (1),1). Now, we will
construct a homotopy Hj (relative to A) between ιn ◦ sj and the inclusion of Mj in
Gn(M,A). We can decompose this homotopy in 3 steps:
(1) We use the path H(ωj (1),−) for extend the (j + 1)th path ωj such that ωj (1) ∈A.
(2) Since now ωj has its extremity in A, we can retract the another paths ω0, . . . ,ωj−1,
ωj+1, . . . ,ωn on their common origin ω0(0).
(3) We retract all paths on ωj (1) ∈A.
In fact, the homotopyHj :Mj × [0,3]→Gn(M,A) is defined as follows:
(1) For 06 t 6 1, Hj(ω0, . . . ,ωn, t)= (ω0, . . . ,ωj−1, tωj ,ωj+1, . . . ,ωn) where
• if 06 s 6 1/(t + 1), tωj (s)= ωj ((1+ t) · s),
• if 1/(t + 1)6 s 6 t, tωj (s)=H(ωj (1), (1+ t) · s − 1).
(2) For 1 6 t 6 2, Hj(ω0, . . . ,ωn, t) = (tα0, . . . , tαj−1, 1ωj , tαj+1, . . . , t αn) where
tαn(s)= ωi((2− t) · s).
(3) For 2 6 t 6 3, Hj(ω0, . . . ,ωn, t) = (γ̂t (0), . . . , γ̂t (0), γt , γ̂t (0), . . . , γ̂t (0)) where
γt (s)= 1ωj (t − 2+ (3− t) · s).
Since (Mj )06j6n is an open covering ofGn(M,A), we have cat1(Gn(M,A),A)6 n. 2
To link the definition of catiA g to an absolute definition of cati Y introduced by Hardie
[11], we need:
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Proposition 2.8. catiA g 6 n if and only if there exists a map φ :X→ Πi(Mn+1h ,An+1)
such that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy.
Πi(M
n+1
h ,A
n+1)
jn+1i
X
g¯
φ
Mh
∆n+1
Mn+1h
.
Proposition 2.9. cati (M,A) 6 n if and only if there exists a map φ :M → Πi(Mn+1,
An+1) such that jn+1i ◦ φ is homotopic to ∆n+1 via a homotopy H verifying H |A×I =
∆n+1.
The proofs of Propositions 2.8 and 2.9 are word by word generalizations of the proof
of the classical result that the reader can find for instance in [12] or [2]. In the particular
case A= ∗ and g = IdY , the invariant cati∗ IdY coincides with the invariant cati Y . In [11],
Hardie proves that catY 6 n if and only if cati Y 6 n+ i − 1. This result can be extended
in the following way.
Proposition 2.10.
(1) cat1A g 6 n if and only if catiA g 6 n+ i − 1;
(2) cat1(M,A)6 n if and only if cati (M,A)6 n+ i − 1.
Proposition 2.10 leads to a very short proof of a result of Takens [18]:
Corollary 2.11. We have: cat(X× Y )6 catX+ catY .
Proof. Suppose catX 6 n and catY 6 m. Then catm+1X 6 n + m and catn+1 Y 6 m.
ThusX (respectively Y ) admits a (m+ 1)-covering (Xj )06j6n+m (respectively a (n+ 1)-
covering (Yj )06j6n+m) with open subsets contractible in X (respectively in Y ). Let
(x, y) ∈ X × Y . Remarks that x is in (m + 1) open sets Xj and y in (n + 1)-open sets
Yj . Since 0 6 j 6 n + m, there exists an integer j such that (x, y) ∈ Xj × Yj . Then
(Xj × Yj )06j6n is a covering of X× Y . Since the open subsets Xj × Yj are contractible
in X× Y , we have cat(X× Y )6 n+m. 2
The proof of Proposition 2.10 depends on the following lemma.
Lemma 2.12. Let B be a closed subset of X and (Xj )06j6n be an open i-covering of a
normal space X with B ⊂ Xj , 0 6 j 6 n. Then there exists an open set Xn+1 such that
(Xj )06j6n+1 is an open (i + 1)-covering of X and B ⊂Xn+1. Moreover, each connected
component of Xn+1 is included in some open set Xj , j 6 n.
Proof. LetN be an open set such that B ⊂N ⊂N ⊂⋂06k6n Xk , and define mCni = {ω⊂
{0 . . .n} | cardω= i and m /∈ ω}.
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Let Fm =⋃ω∈mCni (⋂k∈ω Xk). We construct V0 such that {F0 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V 0 ⊂ X0 ∩ {N .
For m> 1, the open sets Vm are constructed inductively such that
{Fm ∩
(
m−1⋂
k=0
{Xk
)
⊂ Vm ⊂ Vm ⊂Xm ∩
(
m−1⋂
k=0
{V k
)
∩ {N.
Let Xn+1 =⊔nk=0 Vk tN . 2
Proof of Proposition 2.10. We apply Lemma 2.12 to B = ∅ and A= B , respectively. The
new covering has the desired properties. 2
We can interpret the notion of cat1A g in terms of section of the nth relative Ganea
fibration gn(M,A).
Proposition 2.13.
(1) There exists sn :X → Gn(Mh,A) such that gn(Mh,A) ◦ sn ' g¯ if and only if
cat1A g 6 n.
(2) There exists sn :M→Gn(M,A) such that gn(M,A) ◦ sn ' IdM and sn ◦ µ' ιn if
and only if cat1(M,A)6 n.
Proof. Apply respectively Propositions 2.8 and 2.9 to the definition ofGn(M,A). 2
Similarly, we can extend the notion of strong category [7], CatX, to Cati X.
Definition 2.14. Cati X 6 n if X has the homotopy type of a CW-complex K admitting
an i-covering (Kj )06j6n of K where Kj is a contractible subcomplex.
Lemma 2.15. Let h :A→ Y be a continuous map and let C be the homotopy cofiber of h.
If Cati Y 6 n, then Cati C 6 n+ 1.
Proof. Let K be a CW-complex with the homotopy type of Y and (Kj )06j6n be an
i-covering of K where Kj is a contractible subcomplex for j = 0, . . . , n. We replace
Y by K . Note that C has the homotopy type of V = (K ∪ A × I)/(a,0)=h(a),(a,1)=∗.
Let Vj be (Kj ∪ h−1(Kj ) × [0, j/n+ 1] ∪ A × [j + 1/n+ 1,1])/(a,0)=h(a),(a,1)=∗ and
Vn+1 = A × [1/n+ 2,1]/(a,1)=∗. It follows that (Vj )06j6n+1 is an i-covering of V by
contractible subcomplexes. 2
Proposition 2.16. CatX 6 n if and only if Cati X 6 n+ i − 1.
Proof. We proceed by induction. We assume the theorem is true for k < n. If CatX 6 n,
then there exists a map h :A→ Y such that CatY 6 n − 1 and X is the homotopy
cofiber of h [7]. This implies Cati Y 6 n + i − 2. We apply the previous lemma to get
Cati X 6 n+ i − 1. 2
Corollary 2.17. We have Cat(X× Y )6 CatX+CatY .
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 2.11. 2
3. k-monomorphisms
Definition 3.1. Let A be a sub-CW-complex of M . The inclusion µ :A ↪→ M is called
a k-monomorphism if ιk :A→Gk(M,A) has a homotopy retraction. Let h :A→ Y be a
continuous map, we denote by µh :A ↪→Mh the associated mapping cylinder. The map h
is a k-monomorphism if the inclusion µh :A ↪→Mh is a k-monomorphism.
Note that if h is a k-monomorphism, then h is an l-monomorphism for l 6 k. Remark
also that each map is a 0-monomorphism.
The invariant mono(h)= sup{k | h is a k-monomorphism}measures the obstruction of h
to have a homotopy retraction. Recall that h is a homotopy monomorphism if h ◦ α ' h ◦ β
implies α ' β .
Proposition 3.2. A map h is a 1-monomorphism if and only if h is a homotopy mono-
morphism.
Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition for the inclusion µ :A ↪→M of a subcomplex.
Let α :Z→ A and β :Z→ A be maps such that µ ◦ α ' µ ◦ β . Consider the following
diagram where γ is the map induced by universal property of homotopy pullback:
A
µ
ι1,0
Z γ
α
β
A×M A
p1
p2
A1M A M
A
µ
ι1,1
.
We have ι1,0 ◦ α ' ι1,0 ◦ p1 ◦ γ ' ι1,1 ◦ p2 ◦ γ ' ι1,1 ◦ β . Proposition 1.6 implies that
the canonical injection ι1 :A→ G1(M,A) have a homotopy retraction if and only if ι1,0
and ι1,1 has a homotopy retraction r1.
If µ is a 1-monomorphism, then r1 exists. We have r1 ◦ ι1,0 ◦α ' r1 ◦ ι1,1 ◦β and so α '
β . Thus µ is a homotopy monomorphism. Conversely, if µ is a homotopy monomorphism,
p1 and p2 are homotopic and we get the following homotopy commutative diagram where
the square is a homotopy pushout:
A×M A p1
p2
A
ι1,0
IdA
A ι1,1
IdA
A1M A
r1
A
.
By universal properties of homotopy pushout, ι1,0 ' ι1,1 has a homotopy retraction
r1. 2
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Note that if µ is a 1-monomorphism, catA= catµ.
Proposition 3.3. Let h :A→ Y be a map and Mh the mapping cylinder of h. The map h
has a homotopy retraction if and only if cat1(Mh,A)6mono(h).
Proof. Let k =mono(h). If cat1(Mh,A)6 k, the Proposition 2.13 implies that there exists
a map sk :Mh→Gk(Mh,A) such that gk(Mh,A) ◦ sk ' IdMh and sk ◦µh ' ιk .
On the other hand, since h is a k-monomorphism, ιk has a homotopy retraction rk . We
get the following homotopy commutative diagram.
A µh
IdA
ιk
Mh sk Gk(Mh,A)
rk
Mh
A
.
The map rk ◦ sk is a homotopy retraction of µh. Thus h admits a homotopy retraction.
Conversely, if h has a homotopy retraction, then mono(h)=∞. 2
Now, consider a fibration F ι↪→E f B . Let ιk be the injection of F in Gk(E,F ).
Corollary 3.4. The fibration f is homotopically trivial if and only if catB 6mono(ι).
Proof. Note that cat(E,F ) 6 catB and apply Proposition 3.3. Then ι has a homotopy
retraction r :E→ F . Define the map ε :E→ B × F by ε(e) := (f (e), r(e)). It is clear
that ε is an homotopy equivalence (use the long exact homotopy sequence of f and apply
the five lemma). 2
In [8], Ganea proved that the holonomy operation is trivial if and only if the injection of
the homotopy fiber into the total space is a homotopy monomorphism. We generalize this
result with the notion of k-holonomy.
Let F
ι
↪→ E f B be a fibration equipped with a connection λ : {(ω, e) ∈ BI × E |
f (x) = ω(0)} → EI verifying f ◦ λ(ω, e) = ω and λ(ω, e)(0) = e. Recall that the
holonomy is the map η = ev1 ◦ λ :ΩB × F → F where ev1 is the evaluation map at 1.
The fiber Fk of gk(B,∗) :Gk(B,∗)→ B is the space of (k + 1)-tuples (ω0, . . .ωk) of
paths in B satisfying ωi(0)= ∗ for all i with at least one closed path.
Definition 3.5. The k-holonomy ηk :Fk × F → Gk(E,F ) of f is the map defined by
ηk(ω0, . . . ,ωk, e)= (λ(ω0, e), . . . , λ(ωk, e)).
Since the homotopy class of the connection depends only on the fibration, the homotopy
class of the k-holonomy does not depend on the choice of the connection.
Definition 3.6. Let αk :Fk ↪→ Gk(B,∗) be the inclusion of the fiber. The k-holonomy is
called trivial if there exists a homotopy equivalence
ℵ :Gk(E,F ) '→Gk(B,∗)× F
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such that
ℵ ◦ ηk :Fk × F →Gk(B,∗)× F
is homotopic to αk × IdF .
Proposition 3.7. The 0-holonomy is trivial if and only if the classical holonomy is
homotopic to the projection.
Proof. Suppose that the 0-holonomy is trivial. Then there exists a homotopy equivalence
ℵ :G0(E,F )→∗× F verifying ℵ ◦ η0 ' p2 :ΩB × F →∗× F . Let  :F ↪→ΩB × F
be the inclusion defined by  (x)= (∗ˆ, x). Note that (η0 ◦ j)(x) is a path ω in F verifying
ω(0)= x . Then η0 ◦  is homotopic to ι0 by the homotopy H(x, s)(t)= ω(st). Note that
(ev1, ι0) is a couple of homotopy equivalences. Then p2 ' ℵ ◦ η0 ' ℵ ◦ ι0 ◦ ev1 ◦η0 '
ℵ ◦ η0 ◦  ◦ ev1 ◦η0 ' p2 ◦  ◦ ev1 ◦η0 ' η.
F 
ι0
ΩB × F η0
η
p2
G0(E,F )
ℵ
ev1 F
F
.
Conversely, if η is homotopic to the projection, it suffices to define ℵ= ev1. 2
Proposition 3.8. Gk+1(E,F ) is a homotopy pushout of the k-holonomy ηk :Fk × F →
Gk(E,F ) and of the projection p2 :Fk × F → F .
Proof. Consider the following cube where each face commutes with static homotopy
Fk × F p2
ηk
F
Gk(E,F ) E
Fk ∗
Gk(B,∗) B
.
It is a homotopy commutative cube in the sense of Mather. Since front (Proposition 1.7),
back , right and bottom faces are homotopy pullbacks [15, Lemmas 12 and 14], implies that
each face is a homotopy pullback. Since Gk+1(B,∗) ' Gk(B,∗) 1B ∗, the inside square
in the following diagram is a homotopy pushout
Fk ∗
Gk(B,∗) Gk+1(B,∗)
B
.
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Since Gk+1(E,F ) is a homotopy pullback of gk+1(B,∗) and of f (Proposition 1.7), we
get a homotopy commutative diagram in the sense of Mather
Fk × F p2
ηk
F
Gk+1(E,F )
Gk(E,F ) E
Fk ∗
Gk+1(B,∗)
Gk(B,∗) B
.
By [15, Lemmas 12 and 14], each vertical face is a homotopy pullback. The Cube lemma
[15] implies that
Fk × F p2
ηk
F
ιk+1
Gk(E,F ) Gk+1(E,F )
is a homotopy pushout. 2
Denote by B autF the classifying space of the monoid of self-homotopy equivalences
of F [4].
Theorem 3.9. Let F ι↪→ E f B be a fibration and ζ :B→ BautF its classifying map.
Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) ι is a k-monomorphism;
(2) the fibration F ιk↪→Gk(E,F ) fk→Gk(B,∗) is homotopically trivial;
(3) the (k − 1)-holonomy is trivial;
(4) ζ ◦ gk(B,∗) is nullhomotopic.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) If ι is k-monomorphism, then, by definition, the map ιk : F →Gk(E,F )
has a homotopy retraction and then fk is a homotopically trivial fibration.
(2)⇒ (3) The following diagram is a homotopy pullback (Proposition 1.7)
Gk−1(E,F )
fk−1
Gk(E,F )
fk
Gk−1(B,∗) Gk(B,∗)
.
If the fibration fk is a trivial fibration, then so is fk−1. By the proof of Proposition 3.8,
we get the following homotopy commutative diagram where αk :Fk → Gk(B,∗) is the
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inclusion of the fiber of gk(B,∗), pi is the projection on the ith component, each vertical
face is a homotopy pullback and each horizontal face is a homotopy pushout
Fk−1 × F
p1
ηk−1
p2
Gk−1(E,F ) ℵ' Gk−1(B,∗)× F
p1
θ
F
ιk
Gk(E,F )
'
Gk(B,∗)× F
p1Fk−1
αk−1
Gk−1(B,∗) Gk−1(B,∗)
∗ Gk(B,∗) Gk(B,∗)
.
Note that θ is the inclusion and then ℵ ◦ ηk−1 ' αk−1 × IdF .
(3)⇒ (1) Recall that Gk(E,F ) is a homotopy pushout of ηk−1 and of the projection
Fk−1 × F → F (Proposition 3.8).
If the (k − 1)-holonomy is trivial, we can construct a homotopy commutative diagram
Fk−1 × F ηk−1
p2
Gk−1(E,F ) ℵ' Gk−1(B,∗)× F
p2F
IdF
ιk
Gk(E,F )
r
F
.
By the universal property of homotopy pushout, there exists a homotopy retraction r of
ιk .
(2)⇔ (4) Remark that ζ ◦ gk(B,∗) is the classifying map of fk . Then ζ ◦ gk(B,∗) is
nullhomotopic if and only fk is trivial. 2
4. k-monomorphism and L.S. category
Denote by dxe the least integer which is greater than or equal to x .
Theorem 4.1. Let h :A→ Y be a continuous map then
catY 6
⌈
1+ secath
mono(h)+ 1
⌉
· cath+ secath.
The proof depends on the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Let µ :A ↪→M be the inclusion of a sub-CW-complex A in M and ιn :A→
Gn(M,A) be the canonical injection. If n > 0, then cat ιn = catµ.
Proof. Since gn(M,A) ◦ ιn = µ, we have catµ 6 cat ιn. Now, to show the reverse
inequality, suppose that catµ = l. Consider (Aj )06j6l an open set of A such that µ|Aj
is nullhomotopic by a homotopy Hj verifying Hj(a,0)= µ(a)= a and Hj(a,1)= ∗. To
show that ιn|Aj ' ∗, it is sufficient to prove that ι1|Aj ' ∗. Let aω[0,t ]j and aω[t,1]j be paths
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inM defined by aω[0,t ]j (s)=Hj(a, st) and aω[t,1]j (s)=Hj(a, t + s · (1− t)). Consider the
homotopyH :Aj × I→G1(M,A) defined by:
H(a, s)=

(aω
[0,4s]
j , aˆ) if 06 s 6 1/4,
(aω
[0,1]
j ,a ω
[0,4s−1]
j ) if 1/46 s 6 1/2,
(aω
[2t−1,1]
j ,a ω
[2t−1,1]
j ) if 1/26 s 6 1.
Note that H(a,0)= (aˆ, aˆ)= ι1(a) and that H(a,1)= (∗ˆ, ∗ˆ). Then ιn|Aj ' ∗ and cat ιn 6
l. 2
Lemma 4.3. If h :A→ Y has a homotopy retraction r , then catY 6 cath+ secath.
Proof. Suppose secath= n and cath= l.
We have by Proposition 2.10, catn+1∗ h 6 n + l and catl+1A IdY 6 l + n. Thus we have
a (n + 1)-covering (Aj )06j6n+l of A such that h|Aj is nullhomotopic and a (l + 1)-
covering (Yj )06j6n+l of Y such that each Yj factorizes by A up to homotopy. Define
Vj = Yj ∩ r−1(Aj) for 06 j 6 n+ l. By definition, Vj is an open set of Y , the inclusion
of Vj lifts through the inclusion of Aj in A and so each Vj is contractible in Y . We now
prove that (Vj )06j6l+n is a covering of Y . Let y ∈ Y . Again, by definition of Vj , if y ∈ Yj
and if r(y) ∈Aj , then y ∈ Vj . Now since y is in at least l+ 1 open sets Yj and r(y) is in at
least n+ 1 open sets Aj , there exists some integer j such that y ∈ Vj . Then (Vj )06j6n+l
gives an open covering of Y , thus catY 6 n+ l. 2
Lemma 4.4. Let µ :A ↪→ M be the inclusion of a sub-CW-complex in M . If µ is a k-
monomorphism and n > 0, then
catGn(M,A)6
⌈
n+ 1
mono(µ)+ 1
⌉
· catµ+ n.
Proof. Suppose catµ = l. By Lemma 4.2, we have cat ιn = l. Recall that secat ιn 6 n
(Proposition 2.7). Let k =mono(µ).
For k = 0, let (Zj )06j6n be a covering of Gn(M,A) by open sets such that there exists
sj :Zj → A with ιn ◦ sj homotopic to the inclusion and (Ai)06i6l a covering of A with
µ|Ai nullhomotopic. Since (Zj ∩ s−1j (Ai))06i6n,06i6l is a covering ofGn(M,A) by open
sets contractible in Gn(M,A), then catGn(M,A)6 nl + n+ l.
For k > 1, recall that Ga(M,A)1M Gb(M,A)'Ga+b+1(M,A). If k 6 n, let n+ 1=
t · (k + 1)+ r be the Euclidean division of n+ 1 by k + 1. If k > n, let t = 0 and r = n.
We have (neglecting the last term if r = 0):
Gn(M,A)'Gk(M,A)1
M
· · ·Gk(M,A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times
1
M
Gr−1(M,A).
Since µ is a k-monomorphism, ιk and ιr−1 have respective homotopy retraction and, by
Lemma 4.3, catGk(M,A) 6 secat ιk + cat ιk 6 k + catµ and catGr−1(Y,A) 6 r − 1 +
catµ. Finally, it is easy to verify that catX 1M Y 6 catX + catY . Then catGn(M,A)6
(t + 1) · catµ+ n if r 6= 0 and catGn(M,A)6 t · catµ+ n otherwise. 2
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. If secath = 0, M is dominated by A and catµ = catM . If
0 < secath 6 n, then Y is dominated by Gn(Mh,A). Hence catY 6 catGn(Mh,A) and
apply Lemma 4.4. 2
Corollary 4.5. Let F ι↪→ E f→ B be a fibration and ζ :B→ B autF its classifying map.
We have
(1) catE 6 d 1+catf
mono(ι)+1e · cat ι+ catf .
(2) secatf 6 cat ζ 6 d 1+catB
mono(ι)+1e − 1.
Note that, in the cases mono(h)= 0 and mono(ι)> catf , we get previous results shown
in [10] and [18]. The theorem of the introduction is a direct consequence of Corollary 4.5.
Proof. For the first inequality, notice that secat ι = catf and apply Theorem 4.1. Now,
we prove the second inequality. Let k = mono(ι). Since ι is a k-monomorphism, the
map ζ ◦ gk(B,∗) is nullhomotopic (Theorem 3.9), and so we get the following homotopy
commutative diagram
Gk(B,∗)
gk(B,∗)
∗
B
ζ
B autF
.
Thus we get a homotopy commutative diagram
Gk(B,∗) 1B · · ·1B Gk(B,∗)
gk(B,∗)1 · · ·1 gk(B,∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times
Gt−1(B autF,∗)
B
ζ
B autF
with t = d(1+ catB)/(k + 1)e. Recall that
gk(B)1 · · ·1 gk(B,∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times
' g(k+1)·t−1(B,∗).
Since catB 6 (k + 1) · t − 1, the map g(k+1)·t−1(B,∗) has a section. Therefore ζ lifts to
Gt−1(B autF,∗), so that cat ζ 6 t − 1. Finally, note that secatf 6 cat ζ . 2
Corollary 4.6. Let F ι↪→E f→ B be a fibration and δ :ΩB→ F its connecting map. Then
catf 6
⌈
1+ catE
mono(δ)+ 1
⌉
− 1.
Proof. Apply the previous theorem to the fibration ΩB→ F →E. 2
Example 2. Let S3 ι↪→E f→ S2×S2 be a principal fibration and let ζ :S2×S2→B S3 =
S4 ∪ · · · be the classifying map of f . For dimension reasons, the restriction ζ |S2∨S2 is
nullhomotopic. Because Ω(S2 ∨ S2)→Ω(S2 × S2) has a section, the map Ωζ is trivial,
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and now the fibration being principal, the holonomy is trivial. Then by Corollary 4.5,
catE 6 4. Note that the classical formula yields only catE 6 5.
Example 3. The Hopf fibration p :S3→ S2 is a 1-monomorphism [8], but does not admit
a homotopy retraction (since it is not injective in homology). Therefore by Proposition 3.3
cat1(Mp,S2) > 1. On the other hand, we have secatp = 1, which implies cat1(Mp,S2)=
2 by Proposition 2.5, and so p is not a 2-monomorphism.
Example 4. In this example, all spaces and maps are localized outside of 2 and 3. Consider
the Hopf fibration S5 ι→CP(2) f→CP(∞). We show that the map ι is a 2-monomorphism,
but not a 3-monomorphism.
First, we must show that ι is a 1-monomorphism. Let η0 :S1 × S5 → S5 be the 0-
holonomy of f . It suffices to show that η0 is the projection p. The cofibration S5 →
S1 ∨ S5→ S1 × S5 induces an exact sequence
[S1 ∧ S5, S5]→ [S1 × S5, S5]→ [S1 ∨ S5, S5].
Since η0|S1∨S5 ' p|S1∨S5 and since [S1 ∧ S5, S5] = pi6(S5)= 0, we have η0 ' p.
Now, we show that ι is a 2-monomorphism. We have to prove that p ◦ η1 :S3×S5→ S5
is the projection. For that, consider the following exact sequence
pi8(S
5)→[S3 × S5, S5]→ [S3 ∨ S5, S5].
Since pi8(S5)= 0, p ' η1 and so ι is a 2-monomorphism.
Note that ι is not a ∞-monomorphism (it is not injective in homology). Then, by
Proposition 3.3, cat1(Mι, S5) > 2. Since cat1(Mι, S5) 6 secat ι + 1 = catf + 1 = 3,
cat1(Mι, S5)= 3 and thus ι is not a 3-monomorphism.
5. Minimal models
In [6], the authors describe the form of the model of a rational fibration F ι↪→ E f→ B
when ι is a homotopy monomorphism. We generalize this result:
Theorem 5.1. The injection of the fiber is a k-monomorphism if and only if f admits
a relative Sullivan model [9] (ΛY,d)→ (ΛY ⊗ ΛV,D)→ (ΛV,D) such that DV ⊂
ΛV ⊕ (Λ>kY ⊗ΛV ).
Proof. Let Wk be the spatial realization of the cochain algebra (ΛY/Λ>kY,d) [1]. We
know that the kth Ganea spaceGk(B) of B is homotopy equivalent toWk ∨ (∨α Sα) where∨
α Sα is a wedge of rational spheres [5]. Denote by f˜k the homotopy pullback of f over
Wk . Considering the following commutative diagram [16]
Wk
Gk(B)'Wk ∨ (∨α Sα) B
Wk
.
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We get the following homotopy commutative diagram where vertical faces are homotopy
pullbacks.
E˜k
f˜k Ek
fk
E
fWk E˜k
Gk(B,∗) B
Wk
.
It is clear that the fibration fk is trivial (up to homotopy) if and only if f˜k is trivial. Notice
now that a model of f˜k under Wk is given by
(ΛY/Λ>kY,d)→ (ΛY ⊗ΛV/Λ>kY,D)→ (ΛV,D).
This shows that fk is trivial if the condition DV ⊂ ΛV ⊕ (Λ>kY ⊗ ΛV ) is satisfied.
Conversely, when fk is trivial up to homotopy, f˜k is also trivial. Then there exists
a (ΛY/Λ>kY )-quasi-isomorphism between (ΛY/Λ>kY ⊗ ΛV,D) and (ΛY/Λ>kY ⊗
ΛV,d ⊗ D). Extend this quasi-isomorphism to ΛY ⊗ ΛV . We get a relative Sullivan
model of f with the desired properties. 2
It is straightforward that the rationalization of the Hopf fibration S2n+1 → CP(n) is
a n-monomorphism, but not a (n + 1)-monomorphism. In the Example 3, we prove that
the Hopf fibration S3 → S2 is a 1-monomorphism, but not a 2-monomorphism. In the
Example 4, we prove that localization outside 2 and 3 of the Hopf fibration S5→ CP(2)
is a 2-monomorphism, but not a 3-monomorphism. In [8], Ganea proves the Hopf fibration
S2n+1→CP(n) is a 1-monomorphism if and only if n is odd.
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